
Thank you for your interest in the treatments at 
LK Skin & Beauty Clinic 

 
This infomation pack will let you know all the 

treatments available, prices and any special offers 
which are on. 

 
You can find more infomation on some of the 

treatments availabe on the website - 
www.lkskinclinic.co.uk 

 
If there is anything else you would like to know then 

please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 

We also offer Gift Vouchers if you would like to spoil 
someone else to a treatment. 

 
Look forward to hearing from you... 

 
Louise Kakouris 

Medical Aesthetician 



Semi-Permanent Make-Up 

Who Benefits from this?  
Post surgical/injury 
Those seeking reconstruction of Areolas after surgery, camouflage of scars and 
redefinition of facial features, also loss of eyebrows through chemotherapy. 

Alopecia 
Those who have lost some or all of their facial hair including eye lashes and 
eye brows.  

Vitiligo 
Where there are patches of skin with loss of pigment. 

Physically Active 
Those  who  are  always  on  the  go  with  swimming,  biking,  aerobics  and  don’t  
want to worry about make-up sweating off. 

Allergies & Sensitive Skin 
Permanent Make-up is the ideal alternative for those who cannot wear other 
cosmetics. 

Vision Impaired 
People who cannot see very well to apply make-up themselves.  

Motor Impaired 
Those who suffer with Arthritis, Parkinson's disease, Multiple Sclerosis, Stroke 
survivors and those with very unsteady hands unable to apply their own make-
up.  

Entertainers/Actresses/Models 
Those  who  have  to  look  good  24/7  and  don’t  have  the  time  for  conventional  
make-up. 

Women/Mothers/Men/Busy Professionals  
Who want to look good all the time, treatments can be as subtle or dramatic 
as you wish. 





Consultation       FREE 
 
Eyebrows 
Powdered Brow Effect     £325 
Redesign natural hair strokes   £350 
Natural hair strokes & Powdered Effect  £425 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
Eyeliner 
Lash Enhancements 
Top        £250 
Bottom       £195 
Top & Bottom      £350 
Lash Enhancement with Eyeliner 
Top        £295 
Top & Bottom      £425 
Thick & Part shaded Eyeliner    £495 

 
 

BEFORE 

BEFORE 

AFTER 

AFTER 



Lips 
Lip Contour      £325 
Lip Contour with defined blend   £375 
Lip Blush       £425 
Lips Redefined with Contour & Blush  £475 
Full Lip Colour      £625 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Areolas/Scars/Medical 
Prices quoted at consultation     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
All above prices include after care and up to 2 further treatments which 
must be had between 8 to 12 weeks after to check the area and to see if 
there are any finishing touches that are needed.  If you wish to change the 
shape or colour then a further charge will be made. 
 
Colour Refresh 
This is for one treatment and is available from 12 to 24 months from the  
original treatment.       £200 

BEFORE AFTER 

BEFORE 

AFTER 



Contour Roller  

Collagen Induction 

Therapy 

 

Making new skin has never been easier! 
 

There are two types of Contour Roller treatments 
 

Skin Rejuvenation Therapy  which tackles wrinkles, uneven skin tone and 
acne scarring.   
Collagen Therapy  which tightens and rejuvenates the skin by increasing 
the natural Collagen, improves pigmentation and also tackles stretch 
marks, cellulite and atrophic scarring. 
Consultation:        FREE 
Hands, eyes or lip area       £145 
 
Face  or décolleté        £200 
Course 3         £450 
Course 6         £850 
 
Face & Neck         £245 
Course 3         £550 
Course 6         £975   
     
Face, Neck & décolleté       £325 
Course 3         £825 
Course 6          £1250 
 
Face, Neck, décolleté & hands     £350 
Course 3         £850 
Course 6         £1425 
 
Scars and Stretch Marks 
Inner arms, tummy, bottom or thighs —per area from  £200-£275 
Course 3         £450-£695 



Advanced Cosmetic Procedures 

 

A wide diversity of skin blemishes can be quickly and easily treated with 
Immediate and effective results offering an eventual blemish free smooth 
skin. 
 
Consultation:      FREE   
 
Thread vein & Age/Sun Spots removal  
15 Minutes       £50 
30 Minutes      £90 
45 Minutes      £125 
60 Minutes      £150 
 
Milia removal      £10 each 
 
Skin tag removal     £10-£15 each 
 
Wart removal 
New/Small      £50-£90 each 
Old/Large      £90-£125 each 
 
Mole treatment     £95 each 
 
Veruccas  
Per session      £50-£90 



Guinot Facials 

 

Hydradermie Facial  
A superior facial with an international reputation.  Using gentle Galvanic and High 
Frequency currents to speed up the cellular renewal  of the skin it helps to slow 
down the aging process, also helps rebalance oily skin by reducing oils by up to 
80%  A monthly deep cleansing, regenerating Hydradermie facial will keep your 
skin in optimum condition.     70 minutes £49 
        Course of 3 £135 
   Acne Treatment Course of 6 (over 6 weeks) £255 
 
Hydra Plus  
The classic hydradermie facial but also targets the delicate eye and neck areas as 
these tend to show the first signs of aging.  This facial Helps reduce fine lines 
around the eyes and décolleté  and can also help prevent them. 
        90 minutes £65 
        Course of 3 £185 
 
Hydradermie for the Back area -  
For clearing blocked pores and improving skin texture. 
        55 minutes  £55 
 
 
Beaute Neuve  
This is a gentle double peeling facial, using fruit enzymes, amino acids and Vitamin 
C to help brighten, regenerate and smooth the skin.  This is very good for scars, 
pigmentation and fine lines.  This facial leaves the complexion truly radiant.  We 
recommend a course of 3 treatments, over 3 consecutive weeks.  
        55 minutes £46 
        Course of 3 £125 
 
Aromatic 
This facial will leave your skin looking radiant and feeling as soft as ever.  Using 
essential oils and plant extracts, which are tailored to your skins needs.  Lots of 
massage and using a peel off mask will leave you feeling totally relaxed.   
        55 minutes £46 



Universal Contour Body Wrap 

 

This contour wrap is a totally natural sea clay and mineral wrap and provides 
a very effective and safe way to achieve visible inch loss, detoxify the body, 
cleanse the skin and leave you feeling totally rejuvenated with a smooth and 
silky skin texture. 
This treatment can also be effective in helping to relieve the symptoms of 
eczema and psoriasis. 
It  is  Scientifically  proven  for  you  to  loss  a  minimum  of  6”  on  a  first  Full  Wrap.  
 
Full Body Wrap (2 hours) Includes relaxing facial  £70 
Course of 3 Full Wraps   7-10 days apart    £180  
Course of 5 Full Wraps  7-10 days apart    £250  
 

ST. Tropez Tanning 

 

The tanning lotion works with your skin to give you a natural glowing tan 
instantly which can last up to 10 days.  St Tropez is specially 
developed to avoid the orange tint associated with other self tan  
solutions.  A  full body scrub and exfoliation is included in the treatment to 
ensure an even , streak less, all over tan is achieved. 
Full Body  £45     Upper Body & Face  £30    Legs Only  £25 
 
 
 



Eye & Brow Treatments 

 
Eyelash Extensions 
Individual clusters of eyelashes positioned to thicken & lengthen your own.  
They can last up to 2 weeks, depending on care.  With a choice of lengths 
available you can have them as natural or as dramatic as you want.  Why not 
add some attitude and glamour to them with our glitters and crystals with 
several different colours to choose from. 
 
Full Set   £25   Glitter added to lashes  £2.50 
Outside Corners  £15   Crystals added to lash/lids  £1 each 
Add Eyelash Tint   £10  Removal     £10  
 

Eyes and Brows 
Eyebrow Reshape £12  Eyebrow Tidy   £10 
Eyebrow Tint*  £10  Eyebrow Tint*& Tidy  £18 
Eyelash Tint*  £12 
Eyelash Tint*,  Eyebrow Tint*  & Tidy £28 
(*A tint test is essential at least 24hrs prior) 

  

Hands & Feet 

 
OPI Manicures and Pedicures 
File & polish          £10 
Express - 
File, cuticle tidy & polish or massage      £17 
Luxury - 
Soak, shape, cuticle tidy, exfoliation, massage & polish   £28 
Deluxe - 
Soak, shape, cuticle tidy, exfoliation, softening serums, nourishing masks 
and mitts/booties, massage & polish      £35 



Strata Lift Combo Facials 

 
I have combined the renowned Guinot Facials with this specialised High-
Tech anti-ageing treatment to give immediate and long-lasting visible results 
that  improve  the  skin’s  appearance  and  texture.    Designed  for  skin  that  
shows a loss of elasticity, and slack muscles.  It treats both the skin and  
delicate  facial  muscles  for  an  immediate  ‘lift’  and  overall  boost  in  radiance.    
A monthly deep cleansing, regenerating Strata Lift combo facial will keep 
your skin in optimum condition. 
 
 
Radiance Lift -  
The complete glowing lift. 
Beaute Neuve and Strata Lift     1 hr 30 minutes £65 
 
Radiance Renewal - 
The ultimate radiance boost 
Beaute Neuve and Hydradermie      1 hr 30 minutes £65 
 
Super Hydra Lift -  
The complete combination treatment. 
Hydradermie and Strata Lift      1 hr 45 minutes £70 
 
Hydra Ultra Lift -  
The ultimate lifting facial. 
Liftosome and Strata Lift.     1 hr 30 minutes  £70 
 
Hydra Lift Deluxe -  
The ultimate anti-ageing facial. 
Hydra Plus and Strata Lift     2 hrs 15 minutes  £85 



Holistic & Lifting Facials 
 
Non-Surgical Face Lift—Strata Lift 
This  treats  both  the  skin  and    delicate  facial  muscles  for  an  immediate  ‘lift’  and  
overall boost in radiance.  Uses a safe and effective micro-current to eliminate 
toxins, improve skin tone and work on the underlying muscles.     
         50 minutes £48 
          Course of 10 (2 per week)   £420 
 
 
Something for the eyes 
Strata Lift Yeux -  
This treatment specifically targets the delicate eye areas using both Hydradermie 
& Strata Lift techniques to reduce the signs of aging, fatigue, puffiness & shadows.  
It re-hydrates  and    regenerates,  as  well  as  ‘lifting’  the  eyelids  and  smoothing  fine  
lines, to restore a relaxed rejuvenated look to the whole eye area.   
Course of 10 recommended.  
         55 minutes £45 
          Course of 3 (over 3 weeks) £129 
           Course of 10  (2 per week) £400 
 
 
Tropic Facial 
This uses all 100% pure plant ingredients,  it is Vegan registered an  completely 
animal cruelty free!  
A cleansing facial  suitable for all skin types and ages -   
Combines cleansing with hot Bamboo cloths to steam the skin, exfoliation,  
treatment mask where a relaxing  hand and arm massage will be given, then 
finished off with a relaxing massage to the décolleté, shoulders and face to  
ensure that you leave with a healthy, radiant complexion.    
                   55 minutes £40 
 
 
Tropic Express Facial  
This combines a cleanse, exfoliation and choice of a massage or treatment mask 
for those with little time to spare, but still want to feel pampered. 
                   25 minutes £32 



Massages 

 
Our beauty rooms will be lit with candles and only the area being treated is 
exposed with the rest of you covered at all times.  A truly relaxing 
experience. 
 
Crystal Point Aromatherapy 
A variety of cross-cultural oils are available which are combined with 
specialised, energised or uplifted, the choice is yours.  Other benefits of this 
treatment include improved lymphatic drainage and less tension in the 
muscles. 
 
Full Body & Facial Massage      1 hr 25 minutes £70 
Facial Massage        0 minutes £45  
(Includes hot facial towels)  

 
 

Aromatherapy Massage 
A choice of over 20 different oils to meet your requirements from relaxation 
to energising to stress relief and even healing.  
Full Body                 55 minutes £45 
Back, Neck and Shoulders              25 minutes £32 
 
Swedish Massage 
A relaxing massage for the relief of stress, tension and the soothing of 
aching muscles. 
Full Body                55 minutes £40 
Back, Neck and Shoulders              25 minutes £28 



Holistic Body Treatments 
 

Body Polisher 
For luminous, flawless skin all over. 
A full body exfoliation will be done to leave the body feeling totally refreshed 
followed by the application of a renewing body lotion to leave the skin feeling 
silky smooth and luxurious 
 45 minutes       £35 
 (+ face and décolleté) 1 hr    £45 
 
Body Polisher Supreme 
For pure indulgence. 
This is an experience not to be missed.  Total skin exfoliation will be followed by a 
gentle cleanse.  A soothing massage will then be given to the entire body using 
different Guinot  
products for specific areas and  problems.  One and a half hours of blissful 
pampering will leave you feeling sleek and utterly spoilt. 
  1 hr 30 minutes      £55 
 
Back for Good 
The ultimate back treatment. 
A five stage treatment combining cleanse, exfoliate, massage, mask and 
moisturise.  The products are specially massaged onto the back to ensure total 
relaxation.  A choice of foot and calf massage or head massage is also included 
while the mask is working.  You will leave feeling totally refreshed and relaxed. 
 45 minutes       £45 
 
Pregnancy Top to Toe 
Especially for expectant mums. 
Suitable through any stage of the pregnancy.  This extremely relaxing treatment 
has been created especially for expectant mums.  Available sitting-up or  laying 
down it, includes a cleansing facial, the body polisher supreme treatment on the 
legs and arms, followed by nourishing and softening masks for the 
hands and feet.  The treatment is ended with a selection of chosen moisturisers 
applied to the face and body (tummy optional). 
 55 minutes      £45 
 1 hr 50 minutes      £60 



Skin rejuvenation for the hands  

 
Are you worried your hands may give your age away? 

 
You  don’t  need  to  worry  any  longer,  because  these  great  new  treatments  

are especially created to treat, nourish and rejuvenate the skin on the 
hands. 

Anti-aging treatments are no longer just for the face. 
 

Radiance reviving & renewing treatment 
A gentle double peeling treatment using fruit enzymes, amino acids and vitamins to help 
brighten, regenerate, re-hydrate and smooth the skin. Also good for scars and 
pigmentation.  
We recommend a course of 3 treatments, over 3 consecutive weeks.  
 
Single treatment      £40 
Course of 3       £100 
 

Age Spots and Wart removal 
These treatments are safe and effective and can offer instantaneous results in many cases. 
Length of treatment depends on size and how many there are.   Consultation required. 
 
Consultation      £15 
Redeemed on first treatment 
 
15 minute treatment    £50 
30 minute treatment    £90 
45 minute treatment    £125 
60 minute treatment    £150 
 
Rejuvenation and Collagen Therapy 
Using the increasingly popular Meso-Therapy technique with the contour roller which 
works by using the bodies own natural healing process to produce fresh, new skin.  
This Plumps the skin and reverses the signs of aging by increasing the elastin and collagen 
levels within the layers of the skin. 
 
Consultation (redeemed on first treatment) £20 
Single treatment     £145 
Course of 3 (over 3 months)   £420 



Wedding Packages 
 
We offer a variety of popular packaged treatments specially for the bride, groom 
and family to help them look their best on the wedding day. 
 
The Full Works        £245 (saves £29) 
Make-up  Trial  and  ‘on-the-day’  Make-up     
Aromatic Facial 
Full Body St.Tropez 
Luxury Manicure 
Luxury Pedicure 
Eyelash Tint & Extensions  
Eyebrow Shape 
8 hrs (over 3 days)      
 
Unwind Before the Big Day      £146 (saves £15) 
Back for Good      
Aromatic Facial  
Deluxe Manicure 
Deluxe Pedicure 
5 hrs        
 
Soft as Silk         £120 (saves £15) 
Body Polisher Supreme     
Beaute Neuve Facial 
Express Manicure 
Express Pedicure 
3 hrs 45 minutes     
 
For the Groom        £80 (saves £15) 
Express Manicure      
Back, Neck and Shoulder Massage 
Eyebrow Tidy 
Tropic Facial 
2 hrs 15 minutes   
 
For the Mothers of the Bride / Groom    £89 (saves £15) 
Hydra Ultra Lift (Hydra Lift & Liftosome)   
Express Manicure 
Express Pedicure 



Holiday Packages 
 

Getting ready for that holiday - let us make you look and feel great before you go. 
 
Top 2 Toe         £125 (saves £20) 
Full Leg Wax        
Bikini and Underarm Wax 
Luxury Manicure 
Luxury Pedicure 
Eyebrow Shape 
Eyelash Tint & Extensions 
4 hrs       
 
Instant Inch Loss        £98 (saves £38) 
Full body Universal Contour Wrap     
Tropic Express Facial 
Mini Manicure 
Mini Pedicure 
3 hrs 15 minutes   
     
Flawless Skin        £64 (saves £15) 
Body Polisher including Face and décolleté   
Mini Manicure  
Mini  Pedicure 
2 hrs    
 
Summer Glow        £84 (saves £10) 
Full Body St.Tropez       
Mini Manicure 
Mini Pedicure 
Eyelash Tint 
3 hrs 30 minutes        
    
Smooth as Silk        £76(saves £16) 
Full Leg Wax                                                  
Full Arm Wax 
Bikini and underarm wax 
Face Wax 
Eyebrow Shape 
Leg & Arm Massage with Aloe Vera Oil 
2 hrs 15 minutes     



Pampering Packages 
 
For a special occasion, to escape from the hassle of normal life or to treat that special 
someone, these packages will leave you feeling totally pampered and utterly spoilt. 
 
Ultimate Indulgence       £185 (saves £20) 
Hydra Plus Facial      
Crystal Aromatherapy Body Massage 
Deluxe Manicure  
Deluxe Pedicure 
Lite Lunch & Glass of Wine 
6 hrs     
 
Heaven         £132 (saves £15) 
Aromatic Facial      
Aromatherapy Full Body Massage   
Luxury Manicure 
Luxury Pedicure 
Lite Lunch & Glass of Wine (Optional)    Add £15 
4  hrs     
 
Mum 2 Be  
Using 100% pure natural products    £90 (saves £15) 
Tropic Facial      
Relaxing Head Massage 
Tropical Deluxe Pedicure 
Tropical Hand Treatment 
3 hrs   
    
Drift Away         £85(saves £15) 
Body Polish Supreme     
Crystal Aromatherapy Facial 
2 hrs   
 
Mini Indulgence       £78 (saves £15) 
Tropic Express Facial      
Back, Neck and Shoulder Massage 
Mini Manicure 
Mini Pedicure 
2 hrs    



Hair Removal 

 

Waxing 
We  use  special  “Aloe  Vera”  products  to  help  soothe  the  skin  and  reduce  
redness & irritation 
Full Arm   £18  Full Leg    £22 
Forearm   £13  Full  Leg & Bikini    £28 
Underarm   £10  Half Leg & Knee    £17 
Full face   £10  Full Leg, Bikini & under arm  £35 
Lip or Chin   £7  Bikini from     £10 
Back/Chest Wax    £20   Back & Chest    £35  
 

 
Permanent Hair Removal 

 
Electrolysis 
This is the only medically proven treatment for permanent Hair Removal!!
Uses pre-packed individual sterile needles which kill the root of the hairs so 
with a course of treatments hairs will dramatically reduce. 
0 to 10 minutes  £10   20 minutes   £20 
15 minutes   £15    30 minutes   £30 
 
Courses 
 6 x 10 minutes £55 6 x 20 minutes £105 6 x 30 minutes  £150 



My aim is to make sure ever experience with us is always enjoyable 
and we will do our best to help you achieve any results you want.   

All Treatments are done in a relaxing & Comfortable environment & 
are performed by a Professional Medical Aesthetician trained to the 

highest standards.   

LK Skin & Beauty Clinic 
 

The Old Mill House, Mill Lane, Uckfield, TN22 5AA 
 

PHONE / TEXT : 07515 739827 / 01825 840417 
 

& 
 

The Barn, Station Approach, Heathfield, TN21 8LG 
 

PHONE: 01435 864569 
 
 

E-MAIL:  lkskinclinic@gmail.com 
 

WEB:  www.lkskinclinic.co.uk 
 

Twitter: @lkskinclinic 
 

BOOK EARLY TO 
AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT 

 
Please give 24 hours notice to cancel appointments as missed  

appointments will be charged at full price.  Thank you. 


